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Abstract: The casing of aeroengine has the characteristics of rotating surface, and more than one hundred pipes are
decorated between the casing and outer surface of the nacelle. For the narrow space and various constraints of pipe routing,
manual pipe routing is not only labor intensive, but also difficult to ensure the accuracy. To resolve the problem of automatic
pipe routing of the aircraft engine, a novel method based on lee algorithm and genetic algorithm is proposed. Firstly, a 3D
environment of pipe routing is built and then the initial population for the genetic algorithm is formed by lee algorithm combined
with roulette method. Each chromosome of the population represents a possible solution of pipe routing. Secondly, a variable
length coding scheme based on chain table is used for chromosome encoding. The genetic manipulation includes selection,
crossover and mutation. This paper presents the fitness function based on the constraint condition of pipeline routing. Finally, the
useful and feasibility of this method is developed and verified by developing an automatic pipe routing module based on UG and
VC.
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1. Introduction
Pipe routing is important in aeroengine design. The
external pipes of aeroengine are complex and numerous,
including fuel pipes, lubricating oil pipes, air pipes, control
hydraulic pipes, cables and so on [1]. A good pipe system is
important for the reliable and safe of the aeroengine and
effects the cost and performance. For the narrow space and
various constraints of pipe routing, manual pipe routing is not
only labor intensive, but also difficult to ensure the accuracy
[2-3].
Since the 1970s, many scholars at home and abroad have
begun to apply computer-aided technology in pipe routing
and study the problems about automatic pipe routing method
and gained some achievements [4-7]. The main methods used
in pipe routing such as escape algorithm, network
optimization algorithm, cell generation algorithm, ant colony
algorithm and so on [8-19]. For the complexity of pipe
routing environment, mature theories and methods have not

been formed in pipe laying yet. Escape algorithm can not
find the shortest path sometimes. Network optimization
algorithm needs to choose a series of intermediate nodes
before generating pipeline. Genetic algorithm usually
generates illegal result which leads a lot of repair work. Cell
generation algorithm considers too many constraints in its
evaluation function to establish the basic path when the pipe
laying space is complex. Ant colony algorithm is difficult to
initialize the digital model for pipe routing [20-22].
This paper combines genetic algorithm and lee algorithm,
and adopts the variable length coding scheme based on chain
table for automatic pipe routing. To verify the feasibility of
this method, an automatic pipe routing module is developed
based on the platform of UG.

2. Problem Description
The casing of aeroengine has the characteristics of rotating
surface, and more than one hundred pipes are decorated
between the casing and outer surface of the nacelle. The
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space for pipe routing is narrow. According to the
characteristics of the rotating surface of the engine case, a
series of cylinders can be used to approximate the rotating
surface, and the space between the two cylinders can be used
to represent the pipe routing area. The surface of the casing
of aeroengine is defined as C1 and the radius is R1. The
outline surface of aircraft engine nacelle is defined as C2 and
the radius is R2. The axis of C1 is defined as Z axis. Plane
perpendicular to Z axis is defined as XY plane. The length of
the pipe routing area along the Z axis is L as shown in Figure
1(a). Then the pipe routing area can be divided into
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three-dimensional mesh points by the following methods:
1) Constructing m equidistant cylinder with Z axis as the
center line between C1 and C2.
2) Constructing n cross sections go through Z axis and the
angle between adjacent sections is equal.
3) Constructing k equidistant sections which is
perpendicular to Z axis and parallel to end plane to grid
laying area.
4) The intersections formed by m equidistant cylinders, n
cross sections and k equidistant sections are the discrete 3D
grid point of the routing area, as shown in Figure 1(b).

Figure 1. Gridding of laying area.

Each grid point can be represented by
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this paper uses lee algorithm to generate the initial population
and then combines with genetic algorithm to obtain an
optimal solution.
3.1. Lee Algorithm

(1)

A pipe can be regarded as a polyline composed of several
segments from the start point to the end point. The problem
discussed in this paper is to find a shortest path for the
external pipe routing of aeroengine. The constraints include:
1) The pipe cannot intersect with obstacles.
2) The angle between the two sections of pipeline should
not be less than a fixed value considering the machinability
of the pipe.
3) Laying the pipe along with axial and circumferential
direction as far as possible.
4) The pipe should be straight and short as far as possible.
5) The number of pipe elbows should be as few as
possible.
6) The length of a section of the pipe should not be less
than 4 times of the pipe diameter.

Lee algorithm is a traversal algorithm which simulates the
propagation process of the wave. This paper defines the start
pipe joint as the wave source and the end pipe joint as the
target. The diffusion starts from the wave source, and the place
where the current wave reaches is called wave front. There is a
shortest path from the source to the target when the wave front
reaches the target. There will be no path from the wave source
to the target if the wave can not reach the target. Lee algorithm
has an adaptability, but it needs a large capacity and the 3D
space should be changed to 2D space before pipe routing.
3.2. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is a stochastic optimization method to
simulate the evolution of natural organisms. Each individual
represents a potential solution of the problem. Through the
manipulation of selecting, crossover and mutation, new
individuals are generated and a new population is formed.
The optimal individual will be obtained after several
iterations.

3. Algorithm Instruction

4. Solution Strategy

Genetic algorithm is easy to generate illegal solutions for
unreasonable coding method, genetic manipulation and a
large number of illegal individuals in population. Therefore,

4.1. Solving Flow
Lee algorithm is a traversal algorithm which simulates the
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propagation process of the wave. This paper defines the start
pipe joint as the wave source and the end pipe joint as the
target. The diffusion starts from the wave source, and the place
where the current wave reaches is called wave front. There is a
shortest path from the source to the target when the wave front

reaches the target. There will be no path from the wave source
to the target if the wave can not reach the target. Lee algorithm
has an adaptability, but it needs a large capacity and the 3D
space should be changed to 2D space before pipe routing.

Figure 2. Process of pipe routing.

4.2. Solving Objective
The problem discussed in this paper can be expressed as follow:
max*

+∗,
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,

:
denotes the length of pipeline when choose the k-th
solution, :;<= denotes the longest length of pipeline of all
solution, :;>? denotes the shortest length of pipeline of all
solution, @
denotes the number of elbows in the pipeline
when using the k-th solution, @;<= denotes the maximum
number of elbows of all solution and @ AB denotes the
fewest number of elbows of all solution. The direction of the
pipeline is divided into axial, circumferential and radial. The
number of elbows is measured by the times of pipeline
changing its direction. C
is a penalty function which
denotes whether the constraints are satisfied. +, 6, 8 are the
weight coefficient of these constraints.
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3D grid point and the direction of the next point is stored in the
node of the list which can be expressed as D A , A , A , EFGA H,
A , A I E A denote the position and EFGA denotes the
direction.

Figure 3. Chromosome encoding scheme.

5. Algorithm Implementation
5.1. Chromosome Encoding
Chromosome encoding is the basis of genetic algorithm
which usually uses fixed length binary symbols to represent. A
pipeline is composed of several points and segments from the
start point to the end point. A large amount of storage space
will be wasted when using fixed length binary symbols for the
number of points and segments is not fixed. Therefore, the
variable length encoding scheme based on chain table is used
for chromosome encoding. As shown in Figure 3, each
chromosome is represented by a link list and the position of

5.2. Population Initialization
The productive method on the initial population based on
lee algorithm and roulette is proposed in this paper. Lee
algorithm determines the process of pipeline generation
which bypasses obstacles. Roulette determines the direction
of pipeline to ensure the diversity of the population generated
by lee algorithm. The initial population generated by this
method solves the problem that genetic algorithm is easy to
generate illegal individuals to lead repair work. The steps of
generating initial population are as follows:
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Step 1. Setting up an array of 3D grid points of pipe
environment.
Step 2. Getting the start point sp and the end point tp of the
pipeline.
Step 3. Defining a link list. Setting current wave front as
J and previous wave front as JJ, and putting them into
J:F KA according to lee algorithm.
Step 4. Calculating the probability J of JJ moves to J.
J is determined by three factors:
1) The relative position of J with the target point that
JJ has the tendency to move to the target point; 2) The
previous moving direction of pp; 3) JJ moves to avoid
obstacles. The moving direction of JJ is shown in Figure 4.
J J

J

J

J

J

JL

J

∗*

J

(3)

There are six points around JJ. If there are
of them
are obstacles and
of them are closer to KJ than JJ to KJ.
Then J J
0.6/ 6
, which denotes the basic
probability of JJ moves to J without considering various
constraints. J J
0.3/ 3
if J is closer to KJ
than JJ , else J J
0 . JL J
0.1 if the moving
direction of JJ to KJ is consistent with the previous
moving direction, else JL J
0. If J is an obstacle,
then * J
1, else * J
0.

when the population size is S:
J

R

/ ∑V
UW RU
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2) Crossover
For the special way of encoding pipeline and the
relationship between the chromosome genes, a special
crossover method should be taken which is describe as
follows:
Step 1. Choosing two individuals S1 and S2 which need
to do crossover operation.
Step 2. Choosing an intersection X from S1.
Step 3. If X exists in S2 , exchanging the second half
behind X of S1 and S2, as shown in Figure 5, else choosing
point Y in S2 , constructing a path between X and Y ,
finally exchanging the second half of S1 and S2 as shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Crossing with same point.

Figure 6. Crossing without same point.
Figure 4. Chromosome encoding scheme.

Step 5. Using Roulette method to determine the moving
direction of JJ and the next wave front J with J J .
Step 6. An individual of the initial population will be
generated if J is the end point, else go to step 4.
Step 7. Judging whether the number of the population meets
the needs of the initial population. If it does, finish the creation
of the initial population, else go to step 3.
All individuals of the initial population generated by this
method meet the constraints of obstacle avoidance which
establishes a good foundation for the genetic manipulation.

3) mutation
To keep the diversity of the population, the mutation
operation is designed in this paper. The mutation manipulation
is as follows:
Step 1. Choosing an individual from a population.
Step 2. Choosing two nodes of Z and X from the
individual as shown in Figure 7.
Step 3. Reconstructing the path between Z and X and
using it to replace the original path.

5.3. Fitness Function
Genetic algorithm uses the individual fitness to decide
which individual is inherited to the next population. Fitness
function is the key factor for genetic algorithm to get the
optimal solution. The fitness function adopted in this paper is
as bellow:
R

*

(4)

5.4. Genetic Manipulation
1) Selection
The probability of individual

being selected is as follows

Figure 7. Mutation manipulation.

6. Case Verification
Under the platform of UG, an automatic pipe routing
module based on lee algorithm and genetic algorithm with
VC++ is developed. The module is verified with a simplified
model of aircraft engine. Figure 8 shows the result of pipe
routing using the automatic pipe laying module. The result
shows that the module realized the automatic pipe routing and
it mainly solves the problems as follows:
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1) The variable length encoding scheme based on chain
table is adopted which is advantageous in expressing the
individual information and carrying out the genetic
manipulation and mutation manipulation.
2) It solves the problem of the genetic algorithm is easy to
generate a large number of illegal solutions when it is used in
the area of pipe routing by using the lee algorithm to generate
the initial population, which ensures the feasibility of the
individuals and optimizes the genetic operation to get the
approximately optimal solution more quickly.
3) It solves the problem of population diversity by
combined the lee algorithm and roulette method to ensure the
quality and diversity of the initial population.
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